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Your Windows are the Eyes to Your Home...
They are the first thing that people see . . . and what you look out of every day!

Your Windows are the Eyes to Your Home...
They are the first thing that people see . . . and what you look out of every day!
Of course they should look beautiful, but MOST IMPORTANTLY, your windows &
doors should be
Your investment will not only make your house look great, but they will help save you money on
your utility bills - often more than paying for themselves in energy savings over time.

About Us
Asian Fabrications is a 'one stop' shop for all your uPVC & Aluminium Fabrication and installation requirements.
Established in 2011 Asian Fabrications has gone from strength to strength and become one of the leading Fabricator
of uPVC & Aluminium products in the Telangana and Andhra Pradesh States. This success has been built on a
commitment and dedication to quality and excellence in our finished product, which in turn has been based on an
understanding that our customers are our most important asset. This ethos runs through the entire work force
ensuring that not only are our customers’ expectations met, but also often exceeded.
We have appointed a team of dedicated and professional workers, which works round the clock for providing high
quality products and services. Our pool of trained workers and technicians have high caliber and they personally
check and monitor all the products before their final dispatch to the clients.
Everyone at Fabrications strives for customer’s satisfaction and success.
Client Oriented
Committed Delivery
Detail Oriented Quality
Breadth & Depth! Our team has wide range of skills
Real and measurable business value

Services (uPVC, Aluminium & Glass)
Windows
Doors
Commercial Partitions

Shower Partitions
Dutch Louvers

uPVC Windows, Doors & Commercial Partition
Beauty and Energy Efficiency
uPVC windows and doors are beautiful and luxurious product, created with
consideration on modern architecture and home designs. Asian Fabrications take
pride in providing customers with a better quality of life. Our steel reinforced window
systems outperform other traditional windows, when it comes to durability and
maintenance.
The unparalleled properties of uPVC material makes Asian Fabrications top
performing and sustainable. Thanks to very good thermal insulation of uPVC
windows, heat stays outside the building and homes. This not only ensures
comfortable living climate, but also saves on energy bills.
Asian Fabrication window systems are made from state of the art technology to meet the highest quality standards.
Our uPVC windows have numerous benefits; they are sound proof, termite proof, low on maintenance, Water and
UV resistant.
Indeed Asian Fabrications the best option for your home and office.

Why uPVC
Polyvinyl chloride is universally used as a cost effective, adaptable, safe and environmentally efficient material. Its
unique properties make it the material of choice for numerous applications in construction industry.

Benefits of uPVC
Thermal Insulation.
UV Resistant.
Water Resistant.
Sound Insulation.
Impact Resistant.
Minimal Maintenance.

Cost Effective

Easy Installation

Termite Resistance Thermal Insulation

Noise Reduction

Long Life

Low Maintenance

Environment
Friendly

Aesthetic... forever

Fire Retardant

Recyclable

Corrosion Resistant

Sliding Window : A sliding window is of two
track two Panels or more that slide horizontally
to the left or right on the track a sliding window
can be wider and taller with the addition of
sashes. The track on which the sash slides is
slightly rise to prevent dust from settling in the
track a Slider Window can also be offered in a
combination of fix and slider window joined
with coupler they can also be provided with a
bag screen by providing extra track.

Casement Window : This window is also called
a side hung window which opens inside or
outside the top hung is a window which opens
from bottom to top. It also comes in a
combination Fixed and Openable windows. The
sash is connected to the outer frame by means of
friction hinges or butt hinges.

Sliding Door : A slider door is 2 track 2 panels
or more with or without mesh it can also be
offered in a combination of fixed and slider
door join with coupler. They are provided with
multipoint locking system for added security
they can also be provided with a bug screen.

Casement Door : The door is an openable door
with or without a flying mullion. It can also be
offered in a combination fixed and openable
design.

Sliding & Folding : The door slides and folds to one end and giving you
almost 100% opening very large door sizes of more than 4-5mtrs. are
possible in this configuration.

Aluminium Services
Asian Fabrications present a range of Aluminium window and doors that are specifically designed to be used in
domestic as well as commercial sectors. These light weight window and doors have excellent finish and can be
installed into various frames. With their exceptional designs, these offer a stylish appearance to the window and doors.
With the assistance of our well trained professionals, we also offer installation services of these doors.
Key Features:
Lightweight, Easy installation and durable finish, Rust proof nature, Accurate dimensions, Anti abrasive properties

Glass Services
See-through glamour, give your home a facelift with glass
Glass screens are a unique art form and can separate space and sound without being intrusive or minimizing. Glass
screens have always been used to separate rooms from one another, but in recent years, with all the advances in glass
hardware and glass tempering, these design miracles have made their way.
Glass doors have been a staple of every Indian home in the last few decades. The glass door has evolved down the
ages: from a classic stained glass door set in wood to a minimalistic glass and steel form. Its vast popularity owes itself
to the fact that it gives your home an instant facelift and adds a touch of class.
Glass screens are perfect for Commercial and domestic like balcony, dining area, living room, kitchen and shower areas.

Sliding Window

Folding Window

uPVC & Aluminium Commercial Partitions

Casement & Sliding Door Casement Door with Fix

Shower Partitions

Dutch Louvers & Ventilators

Office & Fabrication Unit:
8-4-375/15, Opp. Lane Metropolis, Near Kabita High School,
New Shastrinagar, Mothinagar Road, Sanathnagar,
Hyderabad-500018. Mobile : +91 9160 6400 64 | 9296 6560 64
info@asianfabrications.com | www.asianfabrications.com

